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2. Document Scope
The PDR panel called for an architectural validation [AD2] of the following four elements:
"
[...] data flow management system, pluggable framework [for processing codes], data
distribution strategy dynamics, and element interfaces [...]
". At the same time it called for
further analysis of the datadriven architecture and a cautious approach to the complex and
therefore risky matter of dynamic data distribution a.k.a. the data mapper.
The report focuses on the analysis of the datadriven approach of the data flow
management system. It covers work after the PDR and draws on results from earlier Data
Challenges [RD1], which is an agile concept introduced at the beginning of the
preconstruction phase [AD1]. This report has the current state of ongoing work which will
continue to the CDR milestone.

3. Introduction
The Data Flow Management System (DFMS) prototype provides a distributed data
management platform and a scalable pipeline execution environment to support continuous,
softreal time, dataintensive processing for the generation of science data products. It
serves as a proof of concept for a data driven approach that focuses on data locality to
facilitate the exploitation of data parallelism.
While the DFMS prototype focuses on risk areas as further detailed below and therefore
does not tightly replicate all SDP architectural elements that it helped to design, it is still
sufficiently complete to demonstrate its suitability to realistic workloads and usage scenarios
[Figure 1]. Generally, this is achieved by implementing core functionality of DFMS
components where omitting elements is not an option.
The DFMS prototype is work in progress and already covers all four architectural elements
to validate:
1. The 
DFMS
itself is described in sections about Drop management including data lifecycle
management and the Drop implementation framework.
2. The 
pluggable framework
for algorithms is greatly helped by the emerging Container
technology which provides a sandbox for domain specific codes and serves as deployment
unit. Two independent test cases with data from LOFAR and JVLA were chosen to
demonstrate its applicability.
3. The work on the 
data distribution strategy
falls under graph management.
4. 
Interfaces
: The prototype includes the monitoring and control interface dealing with data
distribution, i.e. graph management, and the interfaces for Container and Drop
management.
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Figure 1
: Mapping DFMS classes to SDP products
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4. Drop Management
The runtime environment of DFMS consists on a hierarchy of D
rop Managers.Drop
Managers offer a standard interface to external entities to interact with the runtime system,
allowing users to submit physical graphs, deploy them, let them run and query their status.
Drop Managers are organized hierarchically, mirroring the topology of the environment
hosting them as shown in Figure 2, thus enabling scalable solutions. The current design is
flexible enough to add more intermediate levels if necessary in the future. The hierarchy
levels currently present are:
●
●
●

A
Node Drop Manager
exists for every node in the system.
Nodes are grouped into D
ata Islands,and thus a D
ata Island Drop Manager
exists at
the Data Island level.
On top of the Data Islands is the 
Master Drop Manager.

Figure 2
: The hierarchy of Drop Managers follows the topology of the environment where it
gets deployed. Communications occur through the REST API that managers expose (see
below).

4.1. Sessions
The Drop Managers’ work is to manage and execute physical graphs. Because more than
one physical graph can potentially be deployed in the system, we introduced the concept of
a
Session
. Sessions represent a particular physical graph execution, which are completely
isolated from one another. This has two main consequences:
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●
●

Submitting the same physical graph to a Drop Manager will create two different
sessions
Two physical graph executions can run at the same time in a given Drop Manager.

Sessions have a simple lifecycle: they are first created, then a physical graph is attached
into them (optionally by parts, or all in one go), after which the graph can be deployed (i.e.,
the Drops are created). This leaves the session in a running state until the graph has
finished its execution, at which point the session is finished and can be deleted.
Drops created in a session are registered with a 
Pyro Daemon
for remote invocation and are
given a URI. Pyro is a wellknown and established remote method invocation library for
Python, similar to Java’s RMI or CORBA, and we chose it for this reason. Throughout the
development on the current prototype it has proved itself both stable and performant.

4.2. Node Drop Manager
Node Drop Managers
sit at the bottom of the Drop management hierarchy. They are the
direct responsible for creating and deleting Drops, and for ultimately running the system.
The Node Drop Manager works mainly as a collection of sessions that are created,
populated and run. Whenever a graph is received, it checks that it’s valid before accepting it,
but delays the creation of the Drops until deployment time. Once the Drops are created, the
Node Drop Manager exposes them via Pyro to allow remote inspection and handling.

4.3. Data Island Drop Manager
Data Island Drop Managers
sit on top of the Node Drop Managers. They follow the assumed
topology where a set of nodes is grouped into a logical D
ata Island.The Data Island Drop
Manager is the public interface of the whole Data Island to external users, relaying
messages to the individual Node Drop Managers as needed.
When receiving a physical graph, the Data Island Drop Manager will first check that the
nodes of the graph contain all the necessary information to route them to the correct Node
Drop Managers. At deployment time it will also make sure that the internode Drop
relationships (which are invisible from the Node Drop Managers’ point of view) are satisfied
by obtaining Drop Pyro proxies and linking them correspondingly.

4.4. Master Drop Manager
The Master Drop Manager works exactly like the Data Island Drop Manager but one level
above. At this level a set of Data Islands are gathered together to form a single group of
which the Master Drop Manager is the public interface.

4.5. Interface
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All managers in the hierarchy expose a REST interface to external users. The interface is
the same independent of the level of the manager in the hierarchy. A REST interface is easy
to read and understand, and uses a wellknown communication protocol, enabling a wide
range of applications to easily interact with it.
The interface contains the following entry points:
GET
/api
POST /api/sessions
GET
/api/sessions
GET
/api/sessions/<sessionId>
DELETE /api/sessions/<sessionId>
GET
/api/sessions/<sessionId>/status
POST /api/sessions/<sessionId>/deploy
GET
/api/sessions/<sessionId>/graph
GET
/api/sessions/<sessionId>/graph/status
POST /api/sessions/<sessionId>/graph/append

The interface indicates the object with which the user is currently interacting. Because it is
selfexplanatory enough for an overview it is not explained here in detail. G
ET
methods are
queries performed on the corresponding object. P
OST
methods send data to a manager to
create new objects or to perform an action. D
ELETE
methods delete objects from the
manager.
Of particular attention is the 
POST /api/sessions/<sessionId>/graph/append
method used to feed a manager with a physical graph. The content of such request is a
JSON list of objects, where each object contains a full description of a Drop to be created by
the manager.

4.6. Clients
Python clients are available to ease the communication with the different managers. Apart
from that, any thirdparty tool that talks the HTTP protocol can easily interact with any of the
managers.

4.7. Data Lifecycle Manager
DFMS also integrates a Data Lifecycle Manager (DLM) within the data processing
framework. Its purpose is to make sure the data is dealt with correctly in terms of storage,
taking into account how and when it is used. This includes, for instance, placing medium
and longterm persistent data into the optimal storage media, and to remove data that is not
used anymore.
Because of the high coupling that is needed with all the Drops the DLM is contained within
the 
Node Drop Manager
processes, and thus shares the same memory space with the
Drops it manages. By subscribing to events sent by individual Drops it can track their state
and react accordingly.
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The DLM functionalities currently implemented in the DFMS prototype are:
●
●
●

Automatically expire Drops; i.e., moves them from the 
COMPLETED
state into the
EXPIRED 
state, after which they are not readable anymore.
Automatically delete data from Drops in the 
EXPIRED
state, and move the Drops
into the 
DELETED
state.
Persist Drops’ states in a registry (currently implemented with an inmemory registry
and a RDBMSbased registry).

How and when a Drop is expired can be configured via two perDrop, mutually exclusive
methods:
●
●

A
lifetime
indicates how long a Drop should it live, and after which it should be
moved to the 
EXPIRED
state, regardless of whether it is still being used or not.
A
expire_after_use
flag indicates that a Drop should be expired right after all its
consumers have finished executing.
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5. Drop Implementation Framework
Drops are implemented as a forest of classes all deriving from the 
AbstractDrop
class,
which implements the main logic of a Drop. The current overhead imposed by this Drop
representation is relatively small, with each Drop instance consuming around 5 KB of
memory and taking around 20 [ms] to be created.
5.1. Relationships
Drops are interconnected to create a graph representing an execution plan, where inputs
and outputs are connected to applications, establishing the following possible relationships:
●
●
●
●

None or many data Drop(s) can be the input of an application Drop; and the
application is the consumer of the data Drop(s).
A data Drop can be a streaming input of an application Drop in which case the
application is seen as a streaming consumer from the data Drop's point of view.
None or many Drop(s) can be the output of an application Drop, in which case the
application is the producer of the data Drop(s).
An application is never a consumer or producer of another application; conversely a
data Drop never produces or consumes another data Drop.

The difference between normal inputs/consumers and their streaming counterpart is their
granularity. In the normal case, inputs only notify their consumers when they have reached
the COMPLETED state, after which the consumers can open the Drop and read their data.
Streaming inputs on the other hand notify consumers each time data is written into them
(alongside with the data itself), and thus allow for a continuous operation of applications as
data gets written into their inputs. Once all the data has been written, the normal event
notifying that the Drop has moved to the COMPLETED state is also fired.

5.2. Events
Changes in a Drop state, and other actions performed on a Drop, will fire named events
which are sent to all the interested subscribers. Users can subscribe to particular named
events, or to all events. In particular the Node Drop Manager subscribes to all events
generated by the Drops it manages. By doing so it can monitor all their activities and
perform any appropriate action as required. The Node Drop Manager, or any other entity,
can thus become a Graph Event Manager, in the sense that they can subscribe to all events
sent by all Drops and make use of them.

5.3. Input/Output
I/O can be performed on the data that is represented by a Drop by obtaining a reference to
its I/O object and calling the necessary POSIXlike methods. In this case, the data is passing
through the Drop instance. The application is free to bypass the Drop interface and perform
I/O directly on the data, in which case it uses the data Drop dataURL to find out the data
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location. It is the responsibility of the application to ensure that the I/O is occurring in the
correct location and using the expected format for storage or subsequent upstream
processing by other application Drops. The DFMS provides various commonly used data
Drops with their associated I/O storage classes, including inmemory, filebase and S3
storages.

5.4. Drop Channels
Drops that are connected by an edge in a physical graph but are deployed on separate
nodes or islands from each other are automatically given a Pyro stub (remote method
invocation interface) to allow them to communicate with each other. It’s the job of the Master
Drop and Island Managers to generate and exchange stubs between Drop instances before
the graph is deployed to the various data islands and nodes within islands respectively. If
there is no Drop separation within a physical graph partition then it's implied that the Drops
are going to be executed within a single address space, as a result, basic method calls are
used between Drop instances.

5.5. Drop Component Interface
The DFMS framework uses Docker containers as its primary interface to 3rd party
applications. Docker containers have the following benefits over traditional tools
management:
● Portability.
● Versioning and component reuse.
● Lightweight footprint.
● Simple maintenance.
The application programmer can make use of the d
fms.apps.dockerapp
package that is the
interface between a Docker container and the Drop framework.
Other applications not based on Docker containers can be written as well. Any application
must derive at least from 
dfms.drop.AppDrop,but an easiertouse base class is the
dfms.drop.BarrierAppDrop
, which simply requires a run method to be written by the
developer. DFMS ships with a set of preexisting applications to perform common
operations, like a TCP socket listener and a bash command executor, among others.
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6. Graph Management
6.1. Graphs
A processing pipeline in DFMS is described by a Directed Graph where the nodes denote
both tasks (application Drops) and data (data Drops). The edges denote execution
dependencies between Drops. Section DFMS Functions has briefly introduced graphbased
functions in DFMS. This section provides implementation details in the DFMS prototype.

6.2. Logical Graph
A logical graph is a compact representation of the logical operations in a processing pipeline
without concerning underlying hardware resources. Such operations are referred to as
construct in a logical graph. The relationship between a Drop and a construct resembles the
one between “object and class” in OO programming languages. In other words, most
constructs are Drop templates and multiple Drops correspond to a single construct.

Figure 3. An example of the LOFAR imaging logical graph with data constructs (e.g. 
Visibility
streams
), component constructs (e.g. 
AWImager
), and control flow constructs (Scatter,
Gather, GroupBy, and Loop). This example can be v
iewed online
in the DFMS prototype.

6.2.1. Construct properties
Each construct has several associated properties that users have control over during the
development of a logical graph. For Component and Data construct, Execution time and
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Data volume are two very important properties. Such properties can be directly obtained
from parametric models or estimated from the profiling information (e.g. pipeline component
workload characterisation) and the Processing Platform specification.

6.2.2. Control flow constructs
Control flow constructs form the “skeleton” of the logical graph, and determine the final
structure of the physical graph to be generated. DFMS currently supports the following flow
constructs:
Scatter
indicates data parallelism. Constructs inside a Scatter represent a group of
components consuming a single data partition within the enclosing Scatter. A useful property
of Scatter is num_of_copies. In this nested Scatter example in Figure 3, if the
num_of_copies for Scatter1 and Scatter2 is 5 and 4 respectively, the generated physical
graph will have in total 20 Data1/Component1/Data3 Drops, but only 5 Drops for construct
“Component 5”, which is inside Scatter1 Construct but outside Scatter2.
Gather
indicates data barriers. Constructs inside a Gather represent a group of components
consuming a sequence of data partitions as a whole. Gather has a property named
“num_of_inputs”, which is essentially the Gather “width” stating how many partitions each
Gather instance (translated into a BarrierAppDrop, see Execution) can handle. This in turn is
used by DFMS to determine how many Gather instances should be generated in the
physical graph. Gather sometimes can be used in conjunction with Group By (see
middleright in Figure 3), in which case, data held in a sequence of groups are processed
together by components enclosed by Gather.
Group By
indicates data resorting (e.g. corner turning in radio astronomy). The semantic is
analogous to the SQL statement “Group By” in relational databases, but is only applicable to
data Drops. For example, the transposition of an matrix can be expressed as the Group By
construct. In terms of parallelism, Group By is comparable to “static” MapReduce, where the
keys used by all Reducers are known a priori. Figure 4 shows an example of the Group By
construct. In this example, a list of 2D points were originally sorted based on the axes order
of (x, y). After the Group By, they are resorted based on the axes order of (y, x).
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Figure 4: An example of the “Group By” construct, which resorts a list of 2D points from axes
(x, y) to axes (y, x)
Loop
indicates iterations. Constructs inside a Loop represent a group of components and
data that will be repeatedly executed / produced for a fixed number of times. Given the basic
Drop principle of “writing once, read many times”, in the current DFMS prototype, each Loop
construct has a property named “num_of_iterations” that must be determined during logical
graph development. In other words, a “num_of_iterations” number of Drops for each
construct inside a Loop will be statically generated in the physical graph.

Figure 5: A nestedLoop (minor and major cycle) example of a logical graph for a continuous
imaging pipeline. This example can be viewed online in the DFMS prototype.
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6.2.3. Repository
The DFMS prototype uses a Webbased logical graph editor as the default user interface to
the underlying logical graph repository, which currently is simply a managed POSIX file
system directory. Each logical graph is physically stored as a JSONformatted textual file,
and can be accessed and modified remotely through the logical graph editor via a RESTful
interface. For example, the JSON file for the continuous imaging pipeline as shown partially
in Fig. 3. can be accessed through HTTP GET. The editor also provides a Webbased JSON
editor so that users can directly change a graph’s JSON representation within the repository.

6.2.4. Select template
While the DFMS logical graph editor does not differentiate between logical graph and logical
graph template, users can create either of them using the editor. In general, a graph
template becomes a graph by setting some parameters. Once a template is created or
selected, users can simply copy and paste the JSON content into the new logical graph and
fill in those parameter values (as construct properties) using the editor.

6.2.5. Translation
While a logical graph provides a compact way to express complex processing logic, it
contains high level control flow specifications that are not directly usable by the underlying
graph execution engine and Drop managers. To achieve that, logical graphs are translated
into physical graphs. The translation process essentially creates all Drops and is
implemented in the dfms.dropmake module.

6.3. Graph Translation ‐ Basic steps
DropMake in the DFMS prototype involves the following steps:
Validity checking
. Checks whether the logical graph is ready to be translated. This step is
similar to semantic error checking used in compilers. For example, DFMS currently does not
allow any cycles in the logical graph. Another example is that Gather can be placed only
after a Group By or a Data construct as shown in Figure 2. Any validity errors will be
displayed as exceptions on the logical graph editor.
Construct unrolling
. Unrolls the logical graph by (1) creating all necessary Drops (including
“artifact” Drops that do not appear in the original logical graph), and (2) establishing directed
edges amongst all newly generated Drops. This step produces the P
hysical Graph Template
(PGT). An example of PGT of the LOFAR imaging pipeline is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The “unrolled” version of the LOFAR imaging logical graph from Figure 3.
Graph partitioning
. Decomposes the Physical Graph Template into a set of logical
partitions (a.k.a. DropIsland) and generates an order of Drop execution sequence within
each partition such that certain performance requirements (e.g. total completion time, total
data movement, etc.) are met under given constraints (e.g. resource footprint). An important
assumption is that the cost of moving data within the same partition is far less than that
between two different partitions. This step produces the 
Physical Graph Template Partition
(PGTP). An example of the PGTP of the LOFAR imaging pipeline is shown in Figure 7
below.
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Figure 7. An example of the Physical Graph Template Partition for the LOFAR imaging
pipeline. This is the “partitioned” version of the PGT as shown in Figure 6. There are in total
50 Partitions, and Partition 35 and 45 are expanded, displaying their enclosing Drops such
as 
AWImager
and 
Source Finding.
Resource mapping
. Maps each logical partition onto a given set of resources in certain
optimal ways (load balancing, etc.). Concretely, each Drop is assigned a physical resource
id (such as IP address, hostname, etc.). This steps requires near realtime resource usage
information from the Workload Characterisation Framework (product tree item C.3.2.5). In
the current DFMS implementation, this information is provided in the Drop parameter during
the development of the Logical graph design.
In the following context, we use the term Scheduling to refer to the combination of both
Graph partitioning and Resource mapping.
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6.4. Graph Translation ‐ Algorithms
Scheduling an Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that involves graph partitioning and resource
mapping as stated in Basic steps is known to be an NPhard problem. The DFMS prototype
has tailored several heuristicsbased algorithms from previous research on DAG scheduling
and graph partitioning to perform these two steps. These algorithms are currently configured
by DFMS to utilise uniform hardware resources. Support for heterogenous resources using
the List scheduling algorithm will be made available shortly. With these algorithms, the
DFMS prototype currently implements the following algorithms:

6.4.1. Graph Partitioning
Minimise the total cost of data movement but subject to a given degree of load balancing. In
this problem, a number N of available resource units (e.g. a number of Compute Nodes) are
given, the translation process aims to produce M DropIslands (M <= N) from the physical
graph template such that (1) the total volume of data traveling between two distinct
DropIslands is minimised, and (2) the workload variations measured in aggregated
execution time (Drop property) between a pair of DropIslands is less than a given
percentage. To solve this problem, graph partitioning and resource mapping steps are
merged.

6.4.2. Edge zeroing
Minimise the total completion given an upper limit for the degree of parallelism (DoP) for
each partition. The DoP can be expressed as cores per node and per DropIsland. In the 1st
version of this problem, no information regarding resources is given. DFMS simply strives to
come up with the optimal number of DropIslands such that (1) the total completion time of
the pipeline (which depends on both execution time and the cost of data movement on the
graph critical path) is minimised, and (2) the maximum degree of parallelism within each
DropIsland is never greater than the given level DoP. In the 2nd version of this problem, a
number of resources of identical performance capability are also given in addition to the
DoP. This practical problem is a natural extension of version 1, and is solved in DFMS by
using the “twophase” method.

6.4.3. Look‐ahead
Minimise the number of DropIslands but subject to (1) a given completion time deadline, and
(2) an upper limit for the degree of parallelism (DoP) for each partition. In this problem, both
completion time and resource footprint become the minimisation goals. The motivation of
this problem is clear. The schedule that consumes less resources is preferred. Since a
DropIsland is mapped onto resources, and its capacity is already constrained by a given
DoP, the number of DropIslands is proportional to the amount of resources needed.
Consequently, schedules that require less number of DropIslands are supurior. Inspired by
the hardware/software codesign method in embedded systems design, DFMS uses a
“lookahead” strategy at each optimisation step to adaptively choose from two conflicting
objective functions (deadline or resource) for local optimisation, which is more likely to lead
to the global optimum than greedy strategies.
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6.5. Physical Graph
The Translation process produces the physical graph specification, which, once deployed
and instantiated “live”, becomes the Physical Graph, representing a collection of
interconnected Drops in a distributed execution plan across multiple resource units. The
nodes of a physical graph are Drops representing either data or applications. The two Drop
nodes connected by an edge are always of different types. This establishes a set of
reciprocal relationships between Drops:
An application Drop can consume data Drops and the input can optionally be streamed.
Application Drops can also produce data Drops.
Physical graph specifications are the final (the only) graph products that get submitted to
the Drop Managers. Once Drop managers accept a physical graph specification, it is their
responsibility to create and deploy Drop instances on their managed resources as
prescribed in the physical graph specification such as partitioning information (produced
during the Translation) that allows different managers to distribute graph partitions (i.e.
DropIslands) across different nodes and Data Islands by setting up proper Drop Channels.
The fact that physical graphs are made of Drops means that they describe exactly what an
Execution consists of. In this sense, physical graph is the graph execution engine.
In addition to Drop managers, the DFMS prototype also includes a Physical Graph Manager,
which allows users to manage all currently running and past physical graphs within the
system. The current Physical Graph Manager implementation supports adding and getting
physical graph specifications.
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7. Container Repository
7.1. Introduction
The Container Repository is for the storage, version control and deployment management of
kernel images, which can be the setup for running a fully configured processing pipeline. For
the prototype the Docker Container Registry was chosen because it is a mature linux
container framework for the development, storage, deployment and management of images
and containers.

7.2. Terminology
A point should be made at this stage regarding terminology. A container is an instance of an
image. When Docker is told to run a container it uses the defined image as the basis to
deploy the container. For this reason the Container Repository, or in this case the Docker
Registry, stores images not containers (using the Docker nomenclature).

7.3. Overview
The Docker Registry is an application that stores and delivers Docker images as various
tagged versions. An explanation of the Docker Registry is available at Understanding the
Registry (
https://docs.docker.com/registry/introduction/
).
The documentation site although somewhat complete did lack in some areas, it was found
that the github pages associated with deployment to be more complete
(
https://github.com/docker/distribution/blob/master/docs/deploying.md
).
The version being discussed here is the newer V2 based on the V2 Registry API and written
entirely in the GO language. This is available at https://github.com/docker/distribution as
galang source code. This package is called Distribution but its main application is the
Registry V2 service. In addition the deployment/running of the Registry service was
performed via the Docker daemon with appropriate additional configurations to handle
certificates (for HTTPS communications), authentication and a backend storage area to
store the images.

7.4. Usage
Operations that might normally be performed against docker.io, i.e. Docker Hub (which is
the default registry service which is why it is not necessary to specify it when working with
images from docker.io) can be performed against this private registry service by prepending
the image name with the registry site name and port number.
For example the following would store a copy of the latest centos 6 image (so whatever is
the latest 6 release) into the private registry.
docker pull centos:6
docker tag centos:6 dockerregistry.skasdp.org:8080/centos:6
docker push dockerregistry.skasdp.org:8080/centos:6
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7.5. Findings
Following is presented some of the findings (limitations, issues or points of interest) related
to the use of the private registry as part of this prototype.

7.5.1. Image Size and Registry Performance
The overall size of the each docker image adds additional overhead at the time of
distribution/deployment as it needs to be downloaded to many hosts (in this prototype it was
up to 50). This was particularly noticed during the prototype as new AWS instances were
started for each test run so the local Docker daemon needed to pull the images for each
new instance instantiation.
In the case of this prototype, the two main images were a total of 3.7 GB in size, for 50 hosts
this would mean a download time of 30 minutes for a server with a 1Gbit interface. Whilst
the fact that overall download speed is limited by interface bandwidth is obvious, it is pointed
out here to show that dynamically allocating cloud type resources introduces an overhead
compared to a dedicated system that would store the images between runs in Docker’s
image cache.
In addition, the Docker image cache contains all the layers that make up the image so future
updates, if applied at the level of the highest layer, may only require a minimal type update.
It is not known at this stage if an AWS EC2 disk image could be built with the Docker image
cache already loaded, thus allowing for only updates needing to be downloaded at startup.
In the case of a dedicated host system, in a worst case scenario where monthly patching of
the OS takes place (so possibly invalidating the Docker image cache), a dedicated system
would only need to download all images during this maintenance window (it would not be
necessary to wait until pipeline runtime to download the images to the local cache, they can
be pulled at any time).
To help improve download performance reducing the size of the Docker images was
investigated. It was determined that managing the creation process of docker images can
have a significant impact on size. This is primarily due to the way container applications
such as Docker work, by building on top of each image layer, anything left behind in a
previous layer, although not needed or deleted in another layer, will still take up space in
that final layered image.
A 25% decrease in image size was obtained for one image (1.15 GB down to approximately
850 GB) by following the “rules” discussed below.
It was determined that the following rules should be followed when creating the images
1. When doing OS updates or installs via the package management system do a
cleanup as part of the same command line in the Dockerfile.
2. When downloading an application to install, do the download, extraction, install and
CLEANUP (remove what is not needed) on the same command line in the
Dockerfile.
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3. If not worried about layer sharing some image size reductions can be made (VERY
image dependant) by exporting and importing an image. This removes all the layer
and metadata on the image though!

7.5.2. CPU Utilisation
It was found during deployment of the DFMS related images, to a small group of 5 instances
(hence significantly reducing the impact of interface speed) that startup times were high,
approaching 1520 minutes whereas about 56 might have been expected. This was
investigated and it was found that latency between the private registry and the system
making the request (Amazon EC2 instances in Oregon, private registry in Western Australia)
as well as resource utilisation by the Docker Registry itself were slowing down the transfer.
This slowdown was expected to some degree (and latency issues reduced by correctly
setting TCP window size) but not to the level observed.
What was found was that with 5 systems downloading their docker images a peak sustained
CPU utilisation of 100% (so using all of one core) was observer on the Docker Registry
server. This utilisation needs to be investigated further as the application did not use the
second CPU that had been assigned to it and all research/reading up this point had not
indicated this as a limit.
It was always expected that perhaps a tiered layer of Docker Registries would be required
for the SDP. In addition it originally appeared quite feasible that a single instance of a
Docker Registry could server at least one Compute Island. Additional testing, with a near
zero latency registry server (so as to remove this as a possible bottleneck on performance),
is required to provide design guidance on the size, configuration and deployment strategies
for images to the compute nodes.

7.5.3. Contents Searching
Currently the only way (as of registry v2.3) to review/list the contents of the registry are via
get commands of the form
curl basic user <username>:<password> X GET
https://dockerregistry.skasdp.org:8080/v2/_catalog
curl basic user <username>:<password> X GET
https://dockerregistry.skasdp.org:8080/v2/centos/tags/list
The returned page is JSON formatted with the required details.
Obviously for a large production system either this needs to be improved as part of the
Docker and Registry framework or some small applications need to be developed to make
this process as easy as searching Docker Hub.

7.5.4. Deleting Images
As at v2.3 it is not possible to delete/purge old images. Reading through the various tickets
related to the Registry it would seem that something is planned for v2.x but this cannot be
guaranteed.
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7.5.5. Using Apache as Front End Proxy
Attempts were made to set up the Docker Registry using the apache http daemon as the
termination for the SSL connection. This resulted in quite a few problems which it is believed
were related to modifications made to the header as part of the communications process.
Further work on setting up the registry in this manner have been stopped for now.
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8. Wrapping Lofar Imaging Pipeline in Docker Containers
8.1. Introduction
Since LOFAR is one of the precursor instruments for the SKA, the LOFAR software stack is
considered to be a prototype of the analysis software for the SKA. To make it easy for
software developers to edit the code and run the software easily, we have created Docker
container images that include the full install of the LOFAR software, including dependencies.

8.2. Overview
The scripts that can be used to build the docker containers can be found at:
https://github.com/lofarastron/lofardeploy
The installation is currently based on makefiles. Using this system one can chose to either
build a Dockerfile or a deploy script that can be used to install the software locally. To make
sure the installation is portable, installation methods are provided for several versions of
several Linux distributions (adding up to 10 different distributions). The system supports both
building of the “trunk” version of the LOFAR software as well as specific release versions. All
trunk versions of the containers are built on a weekly basis using Jenkins to check if the
scripts are still valid.

8.3. Building the containers and deploy scripts
To build the containers, one first needs to check out the repository:
git clone https://github.com/lofarastron/lofardeploy.git
By default the “trunk” version of LOFAR will be built. The releases that can be built can be
found under the 
src/versions
directory. In the 
src/common, 
the 
versions.sh 
file is
essentially a softlink to one of the files in the versions directory (where “latest” refers to the
“trunk” build), which defines what version to build. If for example one would like to build the
most recently implemented LOFAR release at the time of writing (15.0), one should first
remove the soft link to the right file:
cd src/common
rm versions.sh
ln s ../versions/2_15_0 versions.sh
This method is somewhat cumbersome it is under consideration of being replaced by a more
userfriendly approach.
The next step is to build the Docker files and deploy script. This is done by typing m
ake 
at
the root directory of the cloned repository. This will result in a b
uild
directory in which the
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different Dockerfiles (filenames following the d
istroversionDockerfile 
schema)
and deploy scripts (following the 
distroversiondeploy.sh
) which can be used to
either build a Docker container or setup a system.
When building a Docker container, the software is installed under the lofar user. In the
process of creation of the Dockerfiles, the id of the current user will be used to set the id of
this user inside the container. This means that if any other user uses the container to
process data via a shared volume, the processes and output data will belong to the user
who originally built the container or, if executed on another system, to the user with that user
id. This could be circumvented by dynamically changing the user id at run time (using an
entrypoint script). At this stage we consider that to be an unnecessary complication.
We are currently working on including a contributors repository for deploy scripts of docker
containers that have been created for specific systems.

8.4. Usage of the containers
Each container contains an entrypoint that will set all the variables needed to run the LOFAR
software. Because of this, the LOFAR software can be run in both an interactive session as
directly from the container. Since the containers include the full source code of the
dependencies and the software, they can trivially be used for development and optimisation.
A container of the centos 7 version of our build has been submitted to the SKA SDP docker
registry (which is described in the previous section).
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9. Cloud Deployment and Execution
9.1. Introduction
Amazon Web Services (AWS), in conjunction with The Square Kilometre Array Office, gave
ICRAR a grant (part of the AstroCompute in the Cloud program) to use AWS for radio astronomy
data reduction, and 'tools and techniques’ development for the SKA Telescope. As ICRAR is
responsible for the imaging of the CHILES data, this was a good opportunity to test the DFMS by
imaging the CHILES data. The CHILES project will be 1,000 hours of observations spread over
3/4 years.
The AWS program offered a 1PB public store, unfortunately as the CHILES data is not public we
could not use it. Therefore each day’s observations, which are stored in a CASA Measurement
Set, are tar'ed into a single file and stored in Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). We currently
have 42 days from the first semester, with a single day ranging from 100GB to 700GB in size
depending on how many hours the observation was for.
The DFMS is being used for three tasks:
1. Splitting the data into smaller measurement sets based on a 4 or 8 MHz frequency
windows.
2. Cleaning the resulting smaller measurement sets to produce a single cleaned image for
the frequency window.
3. Recombining the cleaned images into a single final image.
The tasks performed on the measurement set data are performed by CasaPy, running inside a
docker container.
The creation and manipulation of the AWS components is fully automated using Boto3 and
Python. The system is capable of creating and deploying data islands of any size; configuring
them, and running graphs through the DFMS to execute the three tasks. The code can also use
existing Data Islands and configure graphs to run on the available hardware.

9.2. Docker Containers
The CasaPy tasks are performed within a Docker container that runs the CasaPy software.
This creates a container which can be run anywhere with no installation overhead. The
CasaPy code is run from Bash scripts that ensure the latest versions are downloaded from
GitHub.
The movement of code between S3 and Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances is
performed using the AWS Java API, which is again run from a Docker container. This allows
files to be downloaded and uploaded using a multipart (with multiple streams) approach. The
multipart allows the data to be efficiently copied using parallel streams to improve the speed
of the download/upload.

9.3. Code
The code works by developing physical graphs for the tasks and then submitting the
resultant graph to a DFMS Data Island Manager node, which in turn passes on the data to
the Nodes within the Island.
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Special Application Drops have been created to manage the running of the various CasaPy
tasks within docker, and to perform the necessary cleanup actions after processing has
been completed.

9.4. Splitting
Each day's Measurement Set is retrieved from S3 and copied to the ephemeral storage a
i2.2xlarge 
or 
i2.4xlarge 
EC2 instance. The choice of EC2 instance is based on the size of
the Measurement Set, and is used by the graph to decide node placement. Given the size of
the files we only want to copy the files once, so all the splitting is performed on the one
node. The graph then runs 8 simultaneous splits and copies the resulting Measurement sets
to S3. The CasaPy task 
mstransform
is used to perform the split.

9.5. Cleaning
The smaller Measurement Sets for each day are copied from S3 to ephemeral storage on a
i2.2xlarge
instance. Once all the data is present the CasaPy task c
lean
is run on the input
Measurement Sets. The restored image, the effective response, the model image, and the
residual image are all tar’ed together as the output. The output is then stored back to S3
based on the frequency width and the number of iterations of the clean.

9.6. Recombining
This is the simplest task of all. The cleaned images are retrieved from S3 in parallel and
combined using the 
imageconcat
task of CasaPy. The resulting image is then copied back to
S3 for storage.
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10. Discussion of Risk Elements
The prototyping followed two basic principles:
1. Minimal viable product
2. Constant feedback
The first means that the DFMS implemented only functions, which deemed risky or
necessary to verify the architecture. The second means that very often during the
implementation we found details or issues with the architecture, which needed to be
addressed and then verified again.
Note that the DFMS primarily is a prototype of the Execution Framework [RD2], not a
prototype of explicit pipelines (neither Receive nor others) or the SDP control layer.
However, in order to verify that the Execution Framework architecture could work in a real
world environment, we have also implemented actual science reduction pipelines to deal
with VLA and LOFAR data. The former proved very valuable already for the CHILES [RD3]
project.
In general we would thus rate the risk for the overall element architecture, including
implementability, quite low. However we have not yet addressed the following high level
risks to the degree to be confident about fulfilling the performance requirements:
● Scaling to SKA1 fails:
We would judge the risk between ‘unlikely’ and ‘possible’.
The SKA1 pipelines will require the deployment of several million Drops across the
whole processing platform for a fullscale imaging capability. Although we have
confirmed that the overhead introduced by the framework is small enough to allow
this in principle, we still need to verify scaling properties in a more systematic way.
This is in the plan for the next data challenge. To mitigate this risk we have put this
verification into the upcoming Data Challenge.
● Translation from Logical to Physical Graph too complex:
We would judge the
risk ‘possible’. This class of problems has been identified as one of the NPhard
problems in computer science. In essence this means that the risk will essentially
always exist, but in general such problems can be simplified by narrowing the
parameter space to make them manageable. This, together with research in the area
is our approach to mitigate the risk. As a fallback we can use adhoc quasistatic
deployments and make them more dynamic as we go. In addition this is an
extremely active field, with lots of research strains and even the algorithms we are
using right now in the DFMS already look very promising, if not sufficient. This topic
is part of our ongoing activities.
● I/O Interface insufficient: 
We judge this risk as ‘likely’ for the current DFMS
implementation, but ‘unlikely’ for the architecture. The architecture is very flexible in
this regard and allows to ‘plugin’ a wide variety of existing or upcoming I/O
frameworks. The amount of work required to identify, interface and optimise such
frameworks is a separate related lower level risk. We are working on a number of
frameworks, such as ADIOS, HDF5 and some advanced database engines. Again
this requires more work and prototyping, but is planned and can be distributed.
● Integration with LMC hard: 
We would judge this risk ‘unlikely’. In order to mitigate it
even further we are looking into an integration prototype.
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●

●

●

●

●

Integration with future Pipeline components: W
e would judge this risk ‘unlikely’,
mostly based on our experience with interfacing existing pipeline components with
the DFMS. The real verification will have to be the integration with prototypes of SDP
PIP algorithms.
Logical Graph syntax insufficient: W
e would judge this risk as ‘likely’ for the
DFMS prototype, but it is actually an implementation risk, not an architectural risk.
The Execution Framework allows to change the implementation of how to express
logical graphs in a modular way, thus we could use a more expressive syntax in the
future. Our current approach is to implement more logical graph constructs as we go
and find them required to express more complex SDP capabilities.
Dynamic Scheduling too complex: A
fully dynamic scheduling system is known to
be a NPhard problem. The current static schedule can gradually become more
dynamic by replacing algorithms/heuristics to make the system more efficient,
however, this increases system complexity.
Logical Graph Template language not taken up: L
ogical Graph Templates are a
powerful tool requiring strict syntax and semantic checks as well as an intuitive
interface for astronomers who develop and tune the processing workflows.
Failure diagnosis complex
: Identifying the root cause of an issue in a large
distributed system with many software layers and hardware components can be time
intensive and typically requires detailed knowledge of and experience with a broad
variety of systems.
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